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INTRODUCTION
People tend to be interested in ecology,
as long as it does not have a
significant impact on their everyday life and they can
have everything they are used to,
a step further requires higher awareness
which accepts sacrifice.
James Hinds

We would like to present the examples of good practices with a common goal:
reduction of inexorably growing pile of waste. There are different ways to achieve
this goal: from prevention of waste, through repair and servicing to recycling. They
are perfect alternatives for expensive, non-environmental solutions which do not
respond to the Polish waste management market needs.
You will be guided through ideas and concepts that can inspire you and which, in our
opinion, are worth to follow. This is not a complete catalogue of practices and we
hope it will be updated as such initiatives are more and more common.
We encourage you to read, admire and follow without any hesitation!
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1. Prevention of waste
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Uwaga śmieciarka jedzie is a Facebook page with a
mission to save left over furniture. The page is
dedicated to dustbin findings. The idea is that the
page users report “treasures” thrown away to
dustbins and then the others can save them before
they are taken by a garbage truck. The idea to create
a page was inspired by a view from a window at
dustbins with piles of interesting and original
furniture. It soon became evident that there are
many people eager to save the treasures and share
information about rarities that can be found in their
garbage. Dustbin findings can be reported on
Uwaga śmieciarka jedzie Facebook group and via
email. The initiative proved to be successful since
numerous local groups have shot out of the ground
like mushrooms. So far, the groups can be found in:
Warsaw, Tri-City, Wroclaw, Krakow, Lodz,
Bydgoszcz, Lublin, Poznan.

uwaga.smieciarka@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/UwagaSmieciarkaJedzie
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Polish Food Banks
The Federation of Polish Food Banks is composed of 32 Food Bank across the country. All
of them are non-governmental organisations, namely associations or foundations. The banks
function based on three basic rules:
• Non-profit rule - activities without profit involving food acquisition and distribution for
free;
• The rule of transferring food to people in need via charitable organisations dealing directly
with food provision;
• Rule of apoliticism and diversity of views.
The Food Banks achieve their mission by searching for sources of food surpluses, acquiring
food (including products with short shelf life), storage of donated products and reasonable
distribution of such products for the benefit of organizations and promotion of actions
against food disposal or wasting.

Al.Jerozolimskie 30 lok.8
00-024 Warszawa
www.bankizywnosci.pl
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Outdoor library

Outdoor library is easy to use. Everyone can
choose a book from a shelf and take it. After
reading the book is returned for another reader,
you can also bring other books for others to read.
The idea of establishing a few outdoor libraries in
properly prepared tree trunks in Warsaw was
submitted to the 2015 Participatory Budget by an
urban gardener and book enthusiast, Anna. The
residents of 4 districts selected this project in 2015
edition. However, the first library was created in
Ursynów district, where, despite gaining not as
many votes, already in 2014 it was decided that the
facility would be initiated.
The creators hope that other cities and towns will
be eager to establish similar places to integrate
people and encourage them to read and share
books, thus protecting the unwanted books from
being thrown away to a dustbin.

http://przyjaznabiblioteczka.blogspot.com/
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Foodsharing.pl
The Foodsharing Warsaw group prevents food
from being wasted. The key mission is to
encourage everyone to share food surpluses which
otherwise would be wasted and feel responsible for
limiting food wasting. It is about creating the socalled foodsharing sites, where everyone can share
or offer food. These sites usually include specially
designated fridges and shelves deployed in popular
spots in the city, e.g. in the universities,
dormitories, markets. The group works entirely
voluntary. So far, three foodsharing sites have been
functioning in Warsaw. In these sites everyone can
share food when they go away and will not be able
to eat everything they have or bought too much or
they simply do not like the product. You can bring
food with proper or minimally exceeded “best
before“ dates. It can be a product you produced,
but for safety reasons it may not contain raw meat
or eggs. The food should be properly described and
secured, so everyone who takes it was not afraid of
e.g. food poisoning. Each site has a carer assigned
who regularly checks the state of the fridge/shelves
and the food contained there.
warszawa@foodsharing.pl
http://foodsharing.pl
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Biotrem
Biotrem is a producer and supplier of innovative,
fully biodegradable and environmentally friendly
wheat bran. This is a breakthrough in production of
dishes and non-reusable packaging in response to
growing demand of people and entities taking care
of the rational waste management and searching
for alternatives for non-reusable products causing
enormous and long-term ecosystem burden.
Plates from pressed bran – produced from natural
raw materials without chemical agents – fully
biodegradable in composter in just 30 days. By
contrast, it takes six month for paper to be
degraded and at least hundreds of years for plastic.
The original technology of biodegradable dishes
from bran by Biotrem is protected with patents,
and the devices used in the manufacturing plant are
designed and developed in cooperation with the
Polish research centres. Clean, environmentallyfriendly Bioterm technological process of nonreusable plates from bran is based on natural raw
materials – wheat bran and traceable amounts of
water, and in the case of cutlery biodegradable
PLA as well.

www.biotrem.pl
biuro@biotrem.pl
https://www.facebook.com/Biotrem
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Graty z chaty (Get rid of your junk)
Graty z chaty is an initiative with a mission to extend the life cycle of items as much as
possible. This mission is achieved through a website which connects the owners of
dispensable items with persons who wish to acquire them for free. The website includes a
wide range of items: from furniture, through cosmetics to electronic household equipment.
The page functions by analogy to other similar pages with online auctions, but here the items
are offered for free. So instead of buying, you can have used items whose quality can
compete with the new ones. The page has a Facebook page where you can follow currently
exhibited items.
http://gratyzchaty.pl/

Punkt Rzeczy Używanych (Point of Used Stuff)
Miejskie Przedsiębiorstwo Gospodarki Komunalnej Sp. z o.o. in Stargard launched the Point
of Used Stuff at ul. Bogusława IV 15 in Stargard. The residents can leave or take used stuff
for free. In the Point of Used Stuff you can leave functioning, undamaged, clean items in
good working order and safe to users, such as: furniture, plant pots, toys, bicycles, ceramic
and glass products, interior furnishing and decorations (including vases, sculpture,
paintings), books, CDs, trolleys. The point is constantly supervised by MPGK Sp. z o.o.
employee who is also responsible for accepting and releasing used items. The point works all
year round. Used stuff is accepted from 7:00 am. to 7:00 pm, and you can take it home from
7:00 am to 3:00 pm.
www.mpgk.stargard.pl
mpgk@mpgk.stargard.pl
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Kupuj Odpowiedzialnie (Buy Responsibly)
Buy Responsibly Foundation is a countrywide Polish organization for sustainable
development and environment protection, responsible consumption and production and
observance of human rights and principles of environment protection in business. Its goal is
to raise awareness and ability of the Polish society to make environmentally and socially
responsible consumer choices, and increase the influence the Polish consumers have on the
policies of the Polish companies and global corporations to improve their standards of
environment protection and observance of human rights. The Foundation shows who
produces the products we buy every day and in what conditions they are manufactured and
examines whether people, animals and environment suffered in connection with their
production. The Foundation is a co-author of guidebooks about sustainable consumption
places in Polish cities (the so-called Sustainable Consumption Guidebooks) and initiates
sending of urgent appeals to international corporations. In August 2011, we presented
consumers with "Good Shopping Guide" – the first Polish ranking evaluating brands in
terms of their social and environmental responsibility. Rating is available at
www.dobrezakupy.ekonsument.pl.

www.ekonsument.pl
https://www.facebook.com/kupujodpowiedzialnie/
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Givebox Poznan
Givebox is a place in public space where you can leave something you do not need
anymore and take what somebody else has left, and can be used by you. The givebox is a
fully refurbished, painted old closet located in place open and accessible to everyone,
crowded and visible, in the centre of Poznan. It is a physical piece of furniture in the real
space, so everyone can use it at any time. You just need to find it nearby. The best
advantage of the closet is the way how you can anonymously leave and take whatever you
like. Nobody will charge you a penny for that. The entire project is completed voluntarily.
https://www.facebook.com/giveboxpoznan

Givit
Givit is a service where you can exchange items and help others at a small cost. You just
give away your items you do not need anymore. Items can be auctioned for free – then the
people in need who cannot afford to buy new stuff have a chance to get them. Junk for you,
precious for others. You can also trade items for GIVIT points and donate them to a
selected charity organisation. Hence, the organisation will finance the specific goals of its
charity activities. With our non-used items you can provide real help to people in need. You
can also get items for yourself in exchange for our items (we do not need anymore) or for
Givit Points. By putting dispensable items on Givit auction you act proenvironmentally and
protect the environment.
kontakt@givit.pl
http://GIVIT.pl/
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Nagie z natury
Nagie z Natury is a shop promoting responsible
and sustainable purchasing of organic products in
bulk. By removing as far as possible the packaging
the giant amount of waste generated year after year
in our country is reduced and at the same time the
costs of the product are lowered, so your wallet
will notice that too. Here you can find bulk
certified, 100% organic products without
packaging, photos, brands or colourful, plastic
boxes. You can feel the smell, touch and see the
product in its natural form as close to the nature as
possible.

jestesmytymcojemy@nagieznatury.pl
www.nagieznatury.pl
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2. Repair and regeneration
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ButKompany
In a small workshop at Waryńskiego Street in Gdańsk, Agnieszka Król and Igor Ciszkowski
opened the first shoe renovation workshop in Tri-City. Here, we bring new life to shoes whose
best years are long gone. The company offers the following services: shoe cleaning, sole
vacuuming, laces washing, disinfection, shoe wax application, colouring of damaged elements
The offer includes "custom” service as well, i.e. colouring the whole shoes or selected spots on
customer request using specialist paints or applying a pattern designed as required by the
customer. Customer satisfaction and smile when customer collects his/her favourite shoes
he/she can now wear for a long time is what matters the most to the owners.
www.butkompany.pl
https://www.facebook.com/ButKompany/

WoshWosh
WoshWosh is a place where we clean, renovate and repair your worn out shoes. If you want to
change their colour, create unique patters or make them special - WoshWosh will help you. The
company has been operating since July 2015 - since then the company managed to open two
branches in Powisle (CH Arkada - ul. Solec 81b room a 23, 1 floor) and in Baluty (Urzednicza
36). This is a 100% hand-made service - so it is difficult to estimate the time of completion.
However, the customers are not discouraged by this - the biggest success is the interest in its
services. Shoe renovation trend in Poland seems to be evident right now, which makes us very
happy.
www.woshwosh.pl
https://www.facebook.com/woshwoshPL/
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Makerspace Workshop
Two years ago Animatornia Foundation launched Makerspace Workshop on the premises of
former Poznańskie Zakłady Graficzne. This is a place for DIY enthusiasts, manufacturers creative people. Everyone can come here, repair or build something using the equipment in the
workshop. This is the first fablab in Poznan. In other words, this is an pen workshop space.
The place is composed of carpenter’s shop, locksmith’s shop, welding shop, tailor’s shop,
electronic shop, 3d printers, plotters and photo studio. In the Workshop you can have access to
machines and tools hardly available in the garage or home workshop.
The Workshop conducts trainings and workshops. You can learn how to weld, sew, solder or
make wooden things. Cyclically, various workshops are held where you can gain specific
skills. It will help you fully use the possibilities offered by the Workshop. If you are busy and
have no time at all, but want to have something done, the Workshop is here to help you. It
accepts orders for furniture, welded structures and all customized projects.

fundacja@animatornia.org
www.zaklad.info
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Repair Cafe in Pila
Repair Café Pila is a part of the international
community Repair Café International which covers
local projects under the slogan: “Toss it? No way!"
Repair Café Pila is the first place of this type in
Poland, whereas across Europe more than a
thousand similar initiatives have already been
taken. Repair Café Pila focuses on connecting
local community and at the same time it influences
environmental awareness of people through
observance of the Circular Economy rules, which
is about extension of items "life". This is a place
where you can give away for free items that need
some small repairs. The residents of Pila can bring
broken electronic equipment, a bicycle that needs
to be repaired, a computer not working as it should
or ripped trousers, and experts will try to help them
for free. Next meetings within Pila Repair Cafe
will take place cyclically in different parts of the
town. The project is initiated by Spółka WodnoŚciekowa „GWDA” sp. z o.o. supported by the
Town of Piła, Związek Międzygminny Pilskiego
Regionu Gospodarki Odpadami Komunalnymi,
Primary School No.12 with Integrated Divisions in
Piła and the Polish Olimpic Champions Primary
School No. 2 in Piła.
https://www.facebook.com/RepairCafePila/
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3. Selective collection and
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Wiewiórka.pl
Wiewiórka.pl is the largest Polish online platform where you can sell secondary raw
materials. The portal collects raw materials and transfers them to their partnering
recycling plants. The client receives a cash equivalent for delivered raw materials
which is paid directly to the client account or donated for his/her selected foundation.
Wiewiórka.pl services are address to both, individual and business clients. The client
can choose one of the two methods for secondary raw materials delivery: collection by
a courier or shipping. The most important details related to items collection are settled
using an individual client account. Such details include the type of raw material, bag
weight and preferred place and time. Once the items are verified – weighted and
calculated as per the applicable price list – the amount due is paid to the client’s
personal account, pre-paid card or an account of selected foundation. When working
with business partners most often dedicated containers for collection of secondary raw
materials are used. Recently, the company has begun to work with retail networks,
public institutions and housing communities. Cooperation with retail networks focuses
on collection of broken phones, power supplies and batteries or electronic and
electrical waste. In addition, wiewiórka.pl works on innovative series of automatic
machines for collection of raw materials. The idea is to create easy to operate devices
accepting raw materials, which will automate logistic processes by using mobile
technologies.
Wąwozowa 11, 02-796 Warszawa
Tel. 22 428 97 70
zapytaj@wiewiorka.pl
http://www.wiewiorka.pl
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Odzyskomania (Recyclomania)
Recyclomania is a long-term programme of
separate collection of electrical and electronic
waste conducted by Alter eko Foundation. The
programme goal is to raise awareness with respect
to rational waste management, separate collection
of waste electrical and electronic equipment and
batteries in the environments of children, young
people and people responsible for development of
proenvironemtal attitude of the society.
“Recyclemania” programme is addressed to all
educational establishments, educational and care
centres and companies and institutions that support
them across Poland. The task of the programme
participants is to organise periodical collections of
waste electrical and electronic equipment, batteries
and portable accumulators in their area.
The so-called indirect participants can engage in
collections to support a selected programme
participant, by providing him/her with electronic
and electrical waste, batteries and portable
accumulators, increasing his/her collections in the
programme and the number of gained points.
Indirect participants can also conduct the so-called
“dedicated collections” in the area of their
registered office and “dedicate” points received in
this way to a selected educational establishment.
www.odzyskomania.pl
biuro@odzyskomania.pl
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Oddam odpady (I’ll give away waste)
Oddam odpady is a platform where you can find and give away waste that can be recycled
creatively. In the website you can exchange information on materials ready to be used by
creative recycling (upcycling) enthusiasts and various raw materials ready to be used in creative
projects. The portal is addressed to artists, designers, recycling workshops and art classes
organizers, conscious parents, allotment owners and all enthusiasts of “do it yourself” initiative
with the use of waste. If you do not have time to process all available raw materials on your
own, Oddamodpady.pl will help you find people who will be delighted to take found or
generated waste and extend their life cycle.
kontakt@oddamodpady.pl
http://www.oddamodpady.pl
ECOBACK Sp. z o. o.
ECOBACK is a Europe’s pioneer in ecological recovering of metal from electronic waste. By
working with the project Partner: University of Technology and Humanities in Radom scientific
potential can be used for development of complicated technology. Many months of work
resulted in development of an emission free production line equipped in state-of-the-art
machines enabling optimised recycling. Science and new technologies led to innovative
methods of effective metal recovery from electronic waste. ECOBACK performs absolutely
innovative research and implementation project which will lead to the first method of such type
in the globe. With the solutions used by Ecoback recycling of electronic devices will be
optimised and permanently becomes a part of environmental activities.
www.ecoback.pl
pmikolajczyk@ecoback.pl
EKO-POL
EKO-POL was founded in 2001. As of its foundation the company’s basic activities included
PET bottles recycling. Using self-made machines the company started to process ca. 20 tonnes
bottles a month. As the demand for plastic has increased in Poland and worldwide, the company
started to grow rapidly. Today, using modern machinery EKO-POL produces ca. 160 tonnes of
finished recyclate each month, which places the company among the largest PET packaging
recyclers in the eastern Poland. After AQSIQ certification the company can export waste to the
Far East markets and extended its activities to purchase and sale of LDPE, LLDPE polyethylene
film.
www.eko-pol.eu
ekopol@onet.pl
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Ekon
EKON Association is created by people who use their knowledge and diversified
professional experience for employment and support of disabled people and improvement
of their quality of life, as well as for ecology and natural environment. This support is about
offering, hiring and maintenance of jobs. People employed in EKON work in environment
protection-related sector: they collect packaging waste from the residents, sort and prepare
waste for recycling. EKON conducts its activities in Warsaw, mainly in the Ursynow
district area. Through its educational campaigns and everyday work for the residents and to
make the city a clean place the Association promotes inclusion of mentally ill people to the
life of the society and underlines their rights to a dignified life and full participation in
society. Numerous awards and prizes, including international ones, prove how the activities
of EKON Association for disabled people and natural environment are valued.
www.ekon.org.pl
EKO AB System
The EKO AB System is a new approach to waste which is not treated as a problem but a
source of high quality secondary raw materials in long and continuous series, as a trigger
for development of new recycling technologies and production of raw materials for
generation of renewable energy. The system is based on innovative collecting and
separating of municipal waste from housing estates. Currently used housing estates
dustbins are replaced with special structures where hired employees collect and sort waste
from the residents. As much as 80% of municipal waste is recovered. For several years the
EKO AB System has worked well in Plock and Naklo as an alternative for common
dustbins.
eko_ab@wp.pl
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Recypuszek
Can Pack Group is the largest manufacturer of aluminium cans in the country and one of
the largest worldwide actively engaging in aluminium recovery from used drink cans. The
latest initiative is about implementation of the project for raising environmental awareness
in the society and increase the amount of recycled aluminium cans. “Recypuszek“ (can
recycling) campaign involves installation of automated can recycling machines in selected
commercial stores. Automated can recycling machines are easy to operate: the user throws
the cans to the indicated place and then he/she receives an award in selected form. It can be
a shopping voucher (to be submitted during shopping in the store) or a charity donation. As
part of the campaign many contests are conducted to encourage people to sort waste.
In Poland, every year nearly 20% of aluminium cans is not recycled, which means that the
material they are made of is wasted, and cans become part of municipal waste without a
chance for a “second life”. By recycling cans you can save not only the natural resources
but also energy. With each recycled can 95% of energy for production of cans from new
aluminium can be saved. If you throw away your can to automated can recycling machine
not only you will receive your selected award but most of all you protect environment we
all live in. Until now in the Malopolskie and Slaskie Province 25 automated can recycling
machines have been installed on the premises of Carrefour network which guarantees easy
access for a wide group of potential users.
www.recypuszek.pl
www.facebook.com/recypuszek
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Miejski Zakład Komunalny (Municipal Facility Company) in Stalowa Wola
Miejski Zakład Komunalny Sp. z o.o. in Stalowa Wola has been operating on the local
market for more than 60 years. Compared to other municipal faculties it is special for its
numerous initiatives that are systematically awarded and distinguished. One of them is the
title of 2012 Innovator of Podkarpacie for technology: The system for charging residents
for collection of municipal waste in Stalowa Wola based on actual mass of waste (weight
system). Currently, the system is based on separate collection of dry and wet waste.
Another initiative involved creation of the "Junk Room” which now functions as the Point
of Municipal Waste Separate Collection.
In addition, MZK takes interesting initiatives in urban space, such as eco-installations: at
urban bicycle station at Al. Jana Pawła II MZK placed an eco container bench made of old
waste container, with trees and flowers growing out of it.
Miejski Zakład Komunalny Sp. z o.o. in Stalowa Wola
ul. Komunalna 1
37-450 Stalowa Wola
www.mzk.stalowa-wola.pl

Dzielnica Wisła. Wyjdź na czysto (The Vistula District. Come clean)
Dzielnica Wisła. Wyjdź na czysto (The Vistula District. Come clean) is a campaign that
has been organized since 2015 by the City of Warsaw. Every year the Vistula River attracts
more and more people. As a result there are more problems with keeping the river bank
clean. Every morning the beaches and boulevard stairs are full of bottles, bottle caps, butts
etc. In 2014, Służba Brzegowa (Vistula River Bank Services) collected as much waste as
would fit in 8 Olympic pools. Broken glass is one of the most concerning problems, as it is
difficult to take it out of the boulevard stairs or sand in the beach. The city decided to
educate people on how to care about shared Vistula space. In the Vistula River space you
can meet educators who encourage everyone to clean around themselves. Following the
assumption that people leave their junk behind unintentionally, they were provided with
useful tools such as trash bags. Seminars and meetings are also organised to talk about
benefits of waste separate collection.
www.wislawaszawa.pl
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Gumeko
Gumeko was founded to start operation of the
state-of-the-art tyre and rubber products recycling
plant in Poland. The whole process is mechanical
and it is divided into three stages: separation,
cutting, forming. During operation no chemical
processes with emissions to atmosphere take place.
On the operation stage no process waste is
generated, since all input materials, i.e. worn out
tyres for recycling are transformed to raw materials
for further production.
The company commits to sustainable development,
meaning that in its strategy and operations the
company voluntarily takes into account social
interest and environment protection. Social
responsibility does not only involve following
formal and legal requirements by the company. It
includes investing in human resources,
environment protection and maintaining good
relations with the community. In Gumeko
responsible business is recognised as a strategic,
long-term approach based on the rules of social
dialogue and search for solutions beneficial to both
the company and its environment: employees, all
stakeholders and communities it operates in.
Business responsibility is recognised as effective
management strategy which uses social dialogue
on local, regional and national level.
www.gumeko.pl
biuro@gumeko.pl
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DSS Recykling Sp. z o.o.
From the beginning of its activities DSS Recykling has been dealing with transport and
processing of glass waste. In 2005, the company was reorganized and there were significant
investments made. By investing in two process lines for processing of flat laminated glass
and optical glass classifier as well as modernizing the existing line, DSS Recykling has
strengthen its leading position as one of the biggest glass waste collector in Poland. The
outcome of last year was over 80 thousand Mg of collected glass waste. Given the properly
designed plant infrastructure, state-of-the-art separators installed on the process line and
rigours rules of suppliers verification, the level of quality standards is constantly growing.
Currently the Company operates within Poland and abroad. DSS Recykling has its branch in
Gostynin and glass pouring sites in different regions of Poland. DSS Recykling deals with
different kinds of glass waste: architectural flat glass, mirrors, coloured glass, laminated
glass, windscreens,tempered glass.
All the glass waste collected and recycled by DSS Recykling is used again in processes of:
•

melting of glass, as a component of bath of glass for glass-furnace;

•

production of mineral glass wool, used as a thermal-acoustic insulation;

•

production of foam glass, used for building industry;

•

production of granulated glass and glass marbles, used as components of reflective
paints;

•

production of ceramic mass and abrasive compounds.

www.dss-recykling.pl
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4. Reuse

Ekodizajn.pl
Ekodizajn is a platform for sale of natural,
recycling and long-lasting products and promotion
of ecological life style. By promoting consumer
products made of natural or recycled materials
Ekodizajn wishes to influence pro-environmental
awareness in our society. The store focuses on
natural materials, local production, recycling,
upcycling and unique ideas. In Ekodizajn you can
buy a lamp made of broken washing machine drum
and glasses made of bottles. A group of designers
conducts upcycling workshops as well.
www.ekodizajn.pl
biuro@ekodizajn.pl
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JUST.A.BAG
For as long as she can remember, a designer,
Justyna Dziemska has been cooking, crocheting,
knitting, making things and repairing everything at
home and figuring out how to make something out
of nothing.
She started to crochet using tights waste when she
attended secondary school – she would go out to
paint en plein air and needed a bag that would fit all
her painting accessories and, if permanently stained
with paint, would not be missed at all. Used tights
are available practically for free and give an
amazing effect – such material is original, longlasting and easily washable. Soon it all evolved to
the JUST.A.BAG project which started from
crocheting of felt bags decorated with colourful
elements crocheted from tights. Next, there were
poufs made from the crocheted covers being
stretched over a rubber tires.
She collected tights from family and friends, but it
was not until she started working with the nearby
plant that plenty of new opportunities opened up for
her. She dyes white waste bought for next to nothing
in large bags to any colours she likes. Cut tights are
a very flexible material to work with. You can use it
to make lots of things: bags, decorative pillows,
poufs, carpets, bedspreads or even soft bedheads.
Nylon tights waste degrades in more than 40 years,
thus this creativity gives it a second life and a lot of
satisfaction for her as a creator.
https://web.facebook.com/JustabagJustynaDziemska
www.instagram.com/justabag/
justyna.dziemska@gmail.com
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Drugie Szycie (Second Sewing)
Drugie Szycie is passionate about bringing a new life to clothes, fabric cuttings, rag items.
Second hand materials are mostly used – found in second-hand shops, received from old friends
(clothes) or new friends (production leftovers). One piece products or very short series are made
– kidney bags, bags, cases, covers, accessories for children and clothes. Drugie Szycie focuses
on uniqueness and design personalization – most of the products are ordered and made to meet
specific customer needs. The company commits to social dimension and local activities – real
reduction of distance between the manufacturer and consumer, thus it values real meetings, as it
is nice to give up anonymity and know who made the thing you are using. And finally, the
environmental aspect – this is a real alternative for large companies, because there is no need for
transport from Far East countries, numerous intermediaries, and a new life is brought to things
that would eventually end up in the garbage bin.
www.drugieszycie.pl
https://www.facebook.com/DrugieSzycie/
Lunadilana
Lunadilana is a tailor’s shop where neck gaiters, shawls, stoles, tubes or warmers are sewed
from used sweaters, if for winter or shirts, if for summer. Lunadilana finds used clothes from
refined, natural fabrics and knitting: silk, virgin wool, cashmere, angora, mohair, viscose, as
they are most comfortable to wear and - as required - the warmest or the lightest. She also looks
for original, unique designs and colours. Lunadilana tries to use the whole materials not to
waste anything, this is why next to neck warmers she produces leggings, mittens, bands, and
pocket squares. On the website you can see finished neck warmers, and a still growing
collection of sweaters and shirts for everyone to choose the material for his/her neck warmer.
www.facebook.com/Lunadilana
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Leolandia
Leolandia produces eco-cardboard toys for self-assembly with family. All toys were designed
and made in Poland. From the very beginning the aim was to create products supporting
environmental education among children and adults. With the extensive range of cardboard toys
parents can bring up a new generation of environmentally aware people. Leolandia gives you a
choice and makes the customers aware that there are environmentally-friendly products for their
little ones. The company uses 100% cardboard and paper waste and works with REKOPOL to
secure toys transport. The rest of waste is collected and recycled by EKON Association of
Disabled for the Environment. Toys are made of 100% biodegradable cardboard, and overprint
on boxes is made using water paint.
regis@leolandia.pl
www.leolandia.pl
+48 664 337 774
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Refre
The original furniture studio launched in 2007 under the name Refre is a combination of old
school and modernity. The studio creator collects, renews, reprocesses and designs furniture
and other things. She has been inspired by the furniture manufactured in 1960’ and 1970’.
She imitates the forms produced in that period and works with local craftsmen, creates new
items and renovates the preserved ones giving them modern colours, design and new useful
features.
refre@refre.pl
www.refre.pl
Rec.on
REC. ON brand presents recovered stuff from other – aesthetic and most of all
environmental side, thus giving it a second chance. This upcycling brand transforms worn
out car parts into functional, designer objects that will give any interior a final touch, and in
particular can be used in industrial and minimalistic style rooms. Because of the process of
acquiring components all products are marked with a unique serial number as no entirely
identical models exist. The brand completes designs based on individual orders, for hotels,
restaurants, cafes and from car parts or car brands indicated by the customer. The brand’s
goal is to create good and reliable design and promote the concept of conscious creating,
which should be appreciated by the recipients, and beneficial to the environment.
www.rec-on.eu
contact@rec-on.eu
https://www.facebook.com/rec.on.renewed.design
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Dekoeko
Dekoeko is a sales and promotional platform in 100% focused on upcycling, slow fashion and
eco-design. Original items, unique materials and customised design. All in the spirit of
sustainable development and care for environment. Dekoeko raises awareness with respect to
waste problems and waste management by: promotion of upcycling, i.e. creative processing of
seemingly worn out items, consolidation of environment, active operations, education,
cooperation with companies.
Dekoeko promotes responsible consumer choices and ethical shopping and knows no
compromise – in the shop you will find solely products made of secondary raw materials,
ecological materials or hand-made products.
agata@dekoeko.com
www.dekoeko.com
Dom palet
Dom palet creates unique furniture from typical industrial pallets, boxes and other recycling
materials. This is a "hand made” furniture workshop which uses secondary raw materials found
in the garbage bin, cheap and easy to access. Fashion is one thing, but these environmental
furniture must be useful as well. Dom palet goes one step ahead and gives the furniture a new
soul. Dom palet presents and sells specific pallet furniture designs in various sizes and
configurations. It also accepts orders for customized furniture. In any sizes and colours. It
creates garden furniture for both, home and office and it arranges entire spaces for catering,
shops, exhibitions and events.
www.dompalet.pl
dompalet.pl@gmail.com
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5. Composting
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Neighbourhood composter
Initiated by the residents of Krasińskiego 8 Street in Warsaw, a neighbourhood composter was
created. The residents built organic waste container mostly from recycling materials
(impregnated pallets). Thanks to this initiative all members of Krasińskiego 8 housing
community can separately collect organic waste and throw it to the neighbourhood composter
following the rules displayed on the flap. This initiative of multifamily housings proved that it
is possible to maintain community composter, despite scepticism of the officials.
www.facebook.com/kompostownik
Kolektyw Kąpielisko
Kolektyw Kąpielisko Association leases a 1,300 m2 plot on the premises of outdoor
swimming pool in Kasprowicz Park in Poznan. Kolektyw Kąpielisko started its operations in
August 2014 and initiated co-creation of a community garden with the residents to be a space
for neighbourhood activity. It offers gardening infrastructure: developed beds, demarcated
beds, place for tools storage, frame and … a composter. You can bring organic waste every
Saturday 1.00 pm. - 3.00 pm. Kolektyw Kąpielisko community garden was created in
response to a temporary closing of outdoor swimming pool in Kasprowicz Park, which has
deeply grown into the consciousness of Lazarz district residents. The association expressed
interest in the facility already in 2013, which led to its re-opening and transformation of its
part, that has not been used so far, to a garden. Kolektyw Kąpielisko has been operating
continuously since 2014 and its activities have included cultural events and most of all
propagation of environmentally-friendly attitudes among the residents.
kolektywkapielisko@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/kolektywkapielisko/
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Punkt Odbioru Odpadów Zielonych (Green Waste Collection Point)
Punkt Odbioru Odpadów Zielonych in Pila accepts free of charge the following: leaves, mown
lawn, branches, 15cm diameter roots from owners of housing estates covered by the systems of
municipal waste management of Związek Międzygminny "Pilski Region Gospodarki
Odpadami Komunalnymi". Waste can be delivered from Monday to Friday from 7.00 am 3.00 pm. Deliveries on other days of the week and in different hours are possible, if agreed
with an employee of composting plant.
www.gwda.pl
Krakow Community Garden
Since Spring 2016, a composter has been operating in the premises of the Krakow Comunity
Garden (Krakowski Ogród Społecznościowy - KOS) in Krzemionki. During the construction
of the composter, workshops were held: “Composter: structure and use". The residents of
Krakow can bring organic waste, such as: leaves, grass, peelings on Saturdays from 10.00 am.
and Tuesdays from 3.00 pm.
https://www.facebook.com/koskrzemionki/
Neighbourhood Culture Garden
The residents of the Holy Spirit housing estate in Szczecin opened a composter in their
Neighbourhood Culture Garden. Organic waste can be delivered to the composter when the
garden is made accessible: every day from 9.00 am to 9.00 pm. In addition to the composter, in
the garden you can cultivate your own plants and take part in interesting workshops.
https://www.facebook.com/sasiedzkiogrodkultury
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FINAL REMARKS
With the above catalogue of good practices the myth that Poland has no alternative for
waste landfilling and construction of waste-incineration plants is proved to be wrong. The
initiatives described above show that circular economy undertakings contribute to reducing
the amount of waste that ends up on landfill sites, and in addition create jobs. With adequate
political will and favourable conditions for founding and functioning of small scattered zero
waste investments the effect would be incomparably greater in economic and social
dimension (not to mention environmental dimension) than the construction of wasteincineration plants. Moreover, this step would be relevant considering the implementation of
EU circular economy development plan, which is permanently combined with minimising
of waste generation and maintenance of products, materials and resources as long as
possible in the economy.
The said initiatives implement "cradle to cradle” sequence, namely the idea focused on
waste production - use - use in another production cycle. This approach is focused on the
use of possible waste generated in the product life cycle and limitation of raw materials use,
reduction of landfilled waste amount and increase of recovered and recycled waste flow.
In particular, the presented initiatives show intensive development and popularity of ecodesign and environmental designing in Poland. We may safely say that it is trendy to use
recycled and environmentally designed products. It sounds very optimistic, given the fact
that 80 percent of environmental costs relating to impact of products, services and processes
on natural environment is determined on the designing stage. It is on the designing stage
during which you can identify if environmental impact can be reduced on each life cycle
stage. Use of lifecycle and eco-designing evaluation brings significant results, as the raw
materials are used effectively and environmental impact of products and waste is reduced,
which further contributes to energy, water savings and improvement of environmental and
economic parameters.
The valued initiatives taken by municipal waste companies should be noted as they prove
that the famous "it can’t be done" repeated by the officials most often result from lack of
imagination and trying to take the easy way out. Meanwhile, use of innovative, attractive
solutions responding to local community needs in the area of waste management leads to
increased system efficiency, high level of recycling and economic benefits for the
commune.
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